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We demonstrate the ability to simulate targeted excitation of atomistic systems
using our real-time TDDFT-based simulation framework NESSIE. Traditional ap-
proaches for extracting spectra through real-time TDDFT involves excitation of all
frequencies via impulse requiring long simulation times and yielding poor resolution.
By exciting the system with a modulated sinc pulse between the frequencies of inter-
est we are able to obtain a spectral response with far more precision in a significantly
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Science has always contained an intrinsic tension, between theory and experiment.
Theory and experiment, the fundamental distinction in scientific works, are by ne-
cessity in a constant struggle for congruence. Theories are gauged by their ability
to predict experimental observation and a such tension emerges as theories become
inconsistent across spatial/temporal scales, inconsistent across parameters, or unten-
able in their usage.
With the dawn of the era of computer technology, numerical techniques, through
the use of computers, have become an important tool in reconciling the aforemen-
tioned conflicts in science. By employing a theoretical framework to systems that
cannot be reasonably solved analytically a theory’s ability to predict experimental
observations becomes less tethered to the mathematical complexities or formalism of
said theory.
Quantum mechanics has been rigorously interrogated through experimentation
and has withstood such scrutiny. Quantum mechanics has been fundamental in pre-
dicting many important phenomena some of which have been instrumental in the
development of semiconductor and information technology. Quantum mechanics,
however, becomes ever more complex as the number of electrons in a system in-
crease. Systems described by a large number of coupled partial-differential equations
cannot, in general, be solved analytically. As a result, in such fields as Quantum
Chemistry and Condensed Matter Physics, computational tools are often necessary
to predict system behavior.
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This work presents an extension of one such tool. Through the use of the advanced
numerical framework, NESSIE, this work demonstrates the ability to concurrently and
selectively excite electrons in molecular systems. This functionality enables the user
to design and analyze very specific scenarios and interactions. The TDDFT-based
technique extends the capabilities of experimentalists and theorist in predicting the
behavior of their systems or rigor of their theories.
Numerical spectroscopy employing TDDFT has been used to extract electron
oscillations and spectra primarily in the UV-Vis regime. These results have been
shown to match well with experimental data [6]. Spectroscopy within the X-Ray
regime has proven more challenging, as the dipole oscillations of the core electrons
are obscured by the stronger lower frequency oscillations of the valence electrons
[9]. Traditional methods excite the system with impulse at t = 0, this excites all
frequencies [7] [15]. In order to properly observe core oscillations it is necessary to
excite only a specific regime of frequencies. Experimentalist sample these systems
at different frequencies utilizing sinusoids. This would be prohibitive in a numerical
framework as each monochromatic signal in a discretized spectral range would require
a relaxation period. However, working in a numerical framework affords the ability to
excite an entire spectral regime concurrently via band-pass filter. Using our simulation
framework, NESSIE, we are able to excite atomistic systems with a signal capable of
filtering the X-ray regime of the response.
While developed to address a very specific issue concerning X-ray oscillations, the
resulting technique has a wide variety a prospective applications. One such applica-
tion is the ability to speed up simulations by filtering out higher frequencies. This
can be applied to relatively large systems like carbon nanotubes, to quickly simulate
soft UV-Vis phenomena like plasmon resonance [6]. This application is demonstrated
on pentacene in the work. One particular future application of this technique is to
employ it in a molecular dynamics simulation. As the motion of atoms takes place
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over a long time relative to the motion of electrons, such a technique is necessary to
make molecular dynamics feasible in a TDDFT framework.
Moreover, the technique demonstrates a new paradigm in first-principles simula-
tions. Most theoretical work focuses on utilizing simulations to verify experimental
research. What this work demonstrates however, is leveraging the flexibility of the
virtual environment to conduct experiments one could not perform in the real world.
The exciting signal is engineered as a filter which manifests as a delayed cosine-
modulated sinc pulse at frequencies of hundreds of terahertz. No such source exists





Spectroscopy is the science of radiation’s interaction with matter. It is funda-
mental to modern research in the physical sciences. The result of spectroscopy is a
spectrum of energies corresponding to the incident radiation that is resonant with
the target material. Thus, the extracted spectrum is signature to the target material
and is indispensable, especially for chemical analysis and electronic structure.
Atomic absorption and emission spectroscopy measures the amount of radiation
absorbed or emitted by an elemental material as a result of electronic transitions. Ab-
sorption spectroscopy is demonstrated in Figure 2.1 and an example emission spectra
of a halide lamp shown in Figure 2.2. This technique can be extended to molecules
and crystals, who have unique energetic states due to their composition and geometry.
2.2 TDDFT
It is said that we have have all the mathematical tools to describe the whole of
chemistry yet we lack the tools to render their solutions. Case-and-point; the many-
body wave equation. To achieve a proper description of the electronic structure of an
atom one could solve this many-body wave equation but for all practical purposes this
is untenable. The many-body wave equation accounts for all states and joint states
of systems, thus for atomistic systems with more than a few electrons this approach
is prohibitive. This is precisely the problem of dimensionality, where the resources
and complexity of a problem are exponential in relation to the problems scale.
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Figure 2.1. Experimental scheme for absorption spectroscopy. In short, the energies
absorbed by the material target is inferred via the difference between the transmitted
radiation and the incident source radiation [4].
Figure 2.2. Metal halide lamp emission spectra [1]
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Figure 2.3. Diagram detailing the necessary component of successful ab-initio tech-
niques. Accuracy, scalability, many-bodied functionality, and HPC are all successfully
accomplished by this particular implementation of TDDFT-based atomistic simula-
tion techniques.
Density Functional Theory circumvents this limitation. The Kohn-Sham Theorem
states that for any quantum mechanical system there exist a unique pair of ground-
state energy and ground state electron density [8]. Like a wave-function all observables
can be extracted from the density. Due to this fact it is possible to solve the many-
body problem by proxy. As the electron density and ground-state are exclusive to one
another, a simplified fictitious problem with a singular electron can be solved. So as
long as the many-bodied density is defined as the same, the solution to the fictitious
scenario should resolve to that of the many-body problem [7] [6] [8].
Central to Density Functional Theory are the Kohn-Sham Equations, whose so-











The effective potential Veff is the essential aspect of the Kohn-Sham DFT approach.
It is the potential of a single electron must experience to have a density n(r) equivalent
to that of the many-bodied scenario. The first two terms, the ionic Vion and Hartree Vh
potentials, are comparably simple. They are the potentials due to nuclear interactions
and charge distribution respectively. The primary complication lies in the exchange
correlation potential Vxc. This term accounts for the interactions between electrons
and infamously lacks an analytical solution [6] [8].
It is then necessary to employ an approximation for this part of the potential.
Many approximations exist with the most popular being the Local Density and Gen-
eral Gradient approximations. For the purposes of this work we have used LDA
exclusively. The accuracy and nature of the approximation generally determine the
fidelity and computational cost of the simulation, and LDA is adequate for our pur-
poses [7]. The procedure for solving the system of interest is then iterative. The
system is self-consistently solved until the change in density satisfies the convergence
criteria. TDDFT-based techniques are flexible enough to accommodate the require-
ments for first principles calculation outlined in Figure 2.3.
2.3 NESSIE
NESSIE is our simulation framework. It carries out DFT and TDDFT simulations
of atomistic systems in real-space and real-time. The software employs a finite element
discretization and does not utilize a nuclear pseudo-potential. To accommodate these
features the eigenvalue solving algorithm FEAST is used [7].
Finite Element is a numerical technique by which a spacial or temporal problem
is decomposed into regions that are solved independently. This decomposition is
represented by a graph of basis functions known as a mesh. Each basis function is
a local polynomial approximation of the governing equation. At each point the the
local basis function is one and is non-zero for only the nearest neighbors [6].
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Figure 2.4. Visual depiction of muffin-tin domain decomposition. Atoms and inter-
atomic space receives different discretizations. This is a major boon to computational
efficiency and simulation accuracy [13].
Within the context of this work the eigenvalue problem of the Kohn-sham equa-
tion is discretized in this fashion with second and third order approximations. Ad-
ditionally the discretization is partitioned into two regimes; the atoms and space
between/surrounding them. By separating the problem into two meshes it becomes
possible to give higher electron density regions i.e the atoms finer discretization while
limiting the impact to computational efficiency. This is known as muffin-tin domain
decomposition [7].
This technique permits simulations without the need for pseudo-potentials, which
replace core electrons in other techniques, in order to avoid expensive levels of dis-
cretization at the cost of the simulations fidelity. By separating the atomistic and
interstitial regions of the simulation pseudo-potentials are not necessary as finer dis-
cretization can be used to properly capture core electron structure [7].
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Figure 2.5. visualization of the eigenvalue solving algorithm FEAST. Via complex-
domain contour integration eigenvalues can be extracted from the a subspace of the
density matrix [12].
As the interstitial space does not require as fine discretization, muffin-tin domain
decomposition, as shown in Figure 2.4, is in fact scalable, as despite the finer dis-
cretization of the atomic mesh the fact that the interstitial mesh necessarily takes up
more space off sets that expense as systems size increases [7].
FEAST is an eigenvalue solving algorithm that recasts an eigenvalue problem
into a set of independent linear systems. The technique utilizes a density matrix
representation. By performing a contour integration, as shown in figure 2.5, over the
density matrix the problem is reduced to a set of linear systems that can be solved





Extending DFT to the time domain is fairly simple. Employing the time evolution
operator, we obtain [6]:
Ψ(t+ ∆t) = Û(t+ ∆t, t)Ψ(t), (3.1)
where







To compute the wave function, Ψ, at each time step the time-evolution operator,
Û , is continually applied to the ground-state wave function. While the the process
is relatively straight forward it is the most computational intensive component thus
the viability of the propagation scheme is problem-dependent [3].
The Crank-Nicolson propagation scheme employs an approximated Time evolu-
tion operator. To satisfy the condition that the sequential application of forward-
propagation and backward-propagation is unitary, the time evolution operator is ap-
proximated as [6]:








This permits the direct solving of the wave function at the following time step via
applying the inverse of the denominator of the approximation.
CN is suitable for small time steps. Large time steps introduce compounding
errors due to the rapidly changing wavefunction. Direct propagation schemes utilize
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integral-based techniques on the propagator directly. One example is the mid-point
exponential rule given below.
Û(t+ ∆t, t) = exp{−ı∆H(t+ ∆t/2)} (3.4)
These techniques are suitable for large time steps, conversely, small time steps are
computationally prohibitive [3].
3.2 Dipole and Spectra Extraction
The primary appeal of TDDFT is ability to extract any observable from the
electron density. However most observables are functionals of the density with no
explicit form. Luckily, the dipole moment, and by extension, the absorption spectrum,









(µ− r0)(n(r, t)− n0(r)) dr. (3.6)
This represents the dipole moment as the change in density n(r, t) from it’s ground
state n0(r) in a given direction µ.
The corresponding Fourier transform of the dipole response, d(ω), and exciting
signal, E(ω), render the dynamic polarizability, α(ω), given as [7] [15] [6]:







A damping term, γ, must be introduced to the calculation of the polarizability. Our
simulation does not account for QED and as such the dipole must be relaxed via
numerical damping to account for photoemission.
The absorption spectrum, σ(ω), a measure of the probability of absorbing a photon
of a particular energy is given as:
σ(ω) = 4πω=[α(ω)]/c (3.9)
Current methods utilize an impulse as the exciting signal [7] [15] [6]. The im-
pulse excites all frequencies. This method works well generally and is only limited in
spectral resolution by the time-step [7].
This technique has a specific problem with the core oscillations. Regardless of the
time-step, the dipole oscillations of the core electrons cannot be resolved accurately
beside those of the valence due to the large discrepancies between the magnitude and
frequency of those oscillations. Specific frequencies can be isolated via sine pulses.
One could in theory excite the system with a sum of sinusoids as an experimentalist
would. Operating numerically however, affords us the ability to circumvent the in-
herent inadequacies of such an approach via employing a filter as the exciting signal.
Keeping in theme with the ab-initio approach such a filter would excite the entire
continuum of frequencies in a range as opposed to a discrete subset.
3.3 Filtering Scheme
To extract only a specific regime of dipole response, the system in question must
be excited by a time-dependent electric field corresonding to the given spectral regime.
In terms of signal theory, this excitation manifests as a band-pass filter between the
given energies of interest. The excitation, E(t), is given below.
E(t) = cos(π(f2 + f1)t)sinc(π(f2 − f1)t), (3.10)
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Where f1 and f2 are:
f1 = E1/2h̄π, (3.11)
f2 = E2/2h̄π, (3.12)
and E1 and E2 correspond to the beginning and end of the window of energies
excited.
The Fourier transform of this excitation is two square pulses centered about the
midpoint of the range of interest. Where Π(ω) is the box distribution, the excitation






ω − π(f2 + f1)
π(f2 − f1)
) + Π(
ω + π(f2 + f1)
π(f2 − f1)
)] (3.13)
Theoretically the excitation is an even function however no such negative time
exists in a TDDFT formalism. Starting from zero time the system experiences a very
intense initial electric field. This manifests as an impulse appended to excitation.
This impulse excites a rogue valence oscillation that, while physically consistent, is





Where T is the number of periods shifted. T is an integer to ensure the simulation
begins with the electric field being approximately zero. The excitation with the shift
is as follows:
E(t) = cos(π(f2 + f1)t)sinc(π(f2 − f1)(t− ts)) (3.15)
The addition of the shift and the fact the simulation does not include negative time
means the excitation’s Fourier transform has both Real and Imaginary components.
This does not effect the extraction of the dipole [15].
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3.4 Simulation Workflow
The following is a breakdown of the simulation process; a tutorial if one were
to utilize NESSIE to simulate a molecule of their choice. Cytosine is chosen to
demonstrate a likely application of our framework.
First a coordinate file is needed to create the mesh. The coordinate file contains
the number of atoms in the simulation as well as 4 columns each containing the x,y,
and z coordinates of a particular atom with that atom’s atomic number in the last
column as shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Coordinates and number of electrons for each atom in cytosine.
X Y Z Atomic Number
-1.083941166099 1.219672371032 -0.004073367825 6
0.164976574073 1.739002120622 0.013655227349 6
1.237822156834 0.920158314135 0.019768325570 7
1.138402485047 -0.500343991865 0.010594426223 6
-0.129345835216 -1.012335841567 -0.002163282442 7
-1.172849449953 -0.213923070737 -0.013446733490 6
2.164153182949 -1.149842169230 0.018465658359 8
-2.397410604647 -0.797018047493 -0.058104964454 7
-2.436140625485 -1.796219121976 0.046164743917 1
-3.229539000647 -0.262609628174 0.106082759976 1
0.360222343126 2.802302906338 0.021954797436 1
-1.957037113452 1.851923937207 -0.017376306080 1
2.176825370503 1.284451573103 0.032703073297 1
An input file contains the parameters of the to be created mesh file, defining the
boundaries of the simulation space and the level of mesh refinement (discretization).
The executable, nessie shell, is then run, utilizing the mesh creation software tetgen
to build the mesh of the molecule as is shown in Figure 3.1.
Now, with the mesh assembled the ground-state vectors can be computed. First
the simulation file needs to be configured for DFT. This file sets the simulation type
and order of approximation. For this DFT simulation a quadratic approximation of
the wave-vectors is used as it is accurate enough without being burdensome compu-
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Figure 3.1. Graphical representation of the mesh used for cytosine. The interstitial
mesh is more refined the closer it is to the atoms. The atoms themselves having an
independent mesh finer than the surrounding space.
tationally. Of critical importance is the erange file. This sets the energy interval as
well as the subspace in which that interval is probed for the FEAST eigenvalue solver.
Generally as a rule of thumb the subspace size should be approximately twice that of
the number of eigenvectors and the energy range should be large enough to find the
energy eigenvalues but not so much so that computational efficiency is effected. The
range is determined by the lowest energy core electron; a well studied quantity for
which experimental data is available. Based on this range a estimate can be made as
to the number of eigenvectors of the system. If the subspace chosen is insufficient for
said eigenvectors the iterative solution of the system will not converge.
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Once the ground state is prepared, the eigenvectors can be propagated in the
time domain to investigate time dependent observables; the electric dipole moment
in particular, which allows the rendering of absorption spectra.
Several options are available, as shown in table 3.2, for TDDFT simulations. One
can select the direction, type and magnitude of the exciting signal. For cytosine, the
nonlinear excitation (delayed cosine-modulated sinc pulse) is selected; the magnitude
is then redefined as a multiplier for a preset normalized value and an additional field
defines the window of energies excited. The user can also choose between direct
and CN propagation scheme which are more efficient for large and small time steps
respectively.
Table 3.2. Simulation Options for TDDFT.





Running the simulation produces several files. Of particular importance is the
dipole file; containing the dipole moment at each time step. This dipole file is then
post-processed via the soptical executable. Soptical performs a Fourier transform on
the data set to render the absorption spectra of the corresponding molecule. Soptical
includes parameters for energy range, number of time steps and damping coefficient.
For the filtered excitation the fourier transform is calculated numerically and is un-
damped. The resulting spectra of cytosine is shown in Figure 3.2. These results are
fairly consistent with computational [14] and experimental works [10].
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Carbon monoxide and pentacene were used to verify and demonstrate our tech-
nique. We excite both along the Z-axis with our signal tuned to the range of 0 to 200
eV. CO is excited along the Z-axis with ranges 200 to 600 eV and 280 to 305 eV as
well
4.1 Carbon Monoxide
As can be seen by Figure 4.1 the Spectra is unperturbed by the filtration in the
UV-Vis regime. Provided that the bandwidth is large, the pulse and filter excitation
produce identical spectra. In figure 4.2, core oscillations can be seen without being
obscured by valence oscillations. Isolating these oscillations is not possible with a
band-unlimited approach due to the large discrepancy in frequency scale between X-
ray and UV-Vis regimes. The Spectra in Figure 4.2 can be extracted from the dipole
via methods detailed in [15], modified to include the real component of the polar-
ization’s Fourier transform. The excitation’s spectra remains accurate in the band
of excited frequencies verifying that the approach is physically consistent. The band
is tunable to any desired frequency range. The spectra of short-band excitations,
such as those in Figure 4.4, require longer simulation times to retain proper resolu-
tion. This is due to the fact that the Fourier transform is calculated numerically to
account for for the excitation’s non-transience. The simulation time however is still
vastly improved when compared to band-unlimited approaches as the core oscilla-
tions are isolated. Shifting the excitation is necessary to mitigate extraneous valence
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Figure 4.1. (Left) Dipole response to pulse excitation, which contains all frequencies,
and cosine-modulated sinc, which contains only frequencies within the UV-Vis regime
(0 to 200). (Right) Corresponding spectra of pulse excited and filter (UV-Vis) excited
dipole. This demonstrates the filtration technique is Comparable to our previous
results.
Figure 4.2. (Left) Dipole Oscillations of CO excited in the whole X-ray regime
with second and third order discretization alongside the excitation itself (subplot).
(Right) Spectra of CO excited in the whole X-ray regime with second and third order
discretization.
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Figure 4.3. (Left) Effect of excitation period shift on dipole oscillation. Larger shifts
better attenuate rouge valence oscillations. (Right) Effect of excitation period shift
on spectra. Shift magnitude does not significantly effect the spectra.
Figure 4.4. (Left) Dipole Oscillations of CO excited in a subset of X-ray frequencies
with second and third order discretization alongside the excitation itself (subplot).
(Right) Spectra of CO excited in a subset of X-ray frequencies with second and third
order discretization. Average of all polarizations. Comparable to experimental work
[5].
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frequencies. The excitation at initial time is the maxima manifesting as an impulse
preceding the remaining excitation. This excites a rogue valence oscillation that can
be dampened by shifting the excitation’s maxima away from the initial time as shown
in Figure 4.3. Rogue valence oscillations are not present in UV-Vis filtered dipole as
the temporal resolution ultimately determines what oscillations are present. As a
result the shift is not necessary for applications in the UV-Vis range as the dipole
response cannot be ”up”-contaminated i.e rogue core oscillations. The shift comes
with a trade off with computational efficiency in terms of total simulation time. The
simulation must run long enough to appropriately capture the dipole response due to
the fact the dipole response does not completely relax. As such any delay added is
redundant in terms of excited frequencies and only serves to suppress valence noise
and will strictly increase the simulation time.
4.2 Pentacene
Isolating frequencies permits a degree of flexibility with the time step of the sim-
ulation. As the maximum resolution needed to resolve the dipole oscillations should
correspond to the greatest frequency, exciting lower frequency spectral regimes can
be done utilizing time steps that would be too large for standard techniques. As can
be seen in Figure 4.5, exciting between 2 eV to 6 eV allows the simulation to resolve
accurately twice as fast as exciting the entire UV-Vis regime. This is employed best
in systems with distinct low frequency responses such as pentacene (Figure 4.5) and
Large CNT. Additionally this flexibility is what should enable simulation in mid-IR
within practical run times.
The utilization of a direct propagation scheme is necessary for this sort of applica-
tion as such large time steps create significant errors and instabilities when using CN
[3]. Direct propagation acts as an implicit filter as the technique does not propagate
higher frequency modes complimenting the explicit filtering of the exciting signal.
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For these reasons direct propagation is necessary for future work concerning MD via
mid-IR spectroscopy.
4.3 DNA
DNA spectra is of general importance to the life sciences. The virtualization of
these experiments add an additional tool to a geneticists arsenal. The ultimate goal
would be the identification of base-pairs or clusters of based pairs via spectra alone.
Ideally this could be done analytically, however if such a thing is untenable, the
plethora of inverse-problem methods make the prospect of in-silico gene sequencing
a possibility.
Cytosine was excited within the regime of 280 eV to 305 eV for core oscillations,
as well as 2 eV to 10 eV for the valence response. All three directions were excited. As
shown in figure 3.2, for UV-Vis and X-Ray responses the x direction most accurately
reflected select experimental results [10] [14].
To properly investigate DNA’s electronic structure, however, a more rigorous
study was conducted to simulate all DNA base pairs in regimes relevant to the respec-
tive experimental and computational results [10] [14]. For consistency, the coordinates
for all base pairs are taken from the same online repository [2], as incongruent ori-
entations would complicate interpreting the results. Adenine, guanine, cytosine, and
thymine, are all excited within the X-Ray regime of 200 to 600 eV as well as the
UV-Vis regime of 2 to 10 eV. Both average and directional spectra are analyzed.
In the UV-Vis regime, for all base pairs the Z direction has the weakest response,
Comparable tothe preliminary results. The response is dominant in the Y direction al-
though the response in the X is not insignificant. The anisotropy can be attributed to
the strong coupling of valence electrons; as the outer most electrons are not as tightly
bound to nucleus as the core, many-body effects can create directional resonances that
would likely be screened away at higher frequencies. Similarly, the same strong cou-
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Figure 4.5. (Top) Control of resolution for lower frequency application using Crank-
Nicolson propagation. Crank-Nicolson is not well-suited for larger time steps as it
is calculated from the wave-function which varies significantly over time. (Bottom)
Control of resolution for lower frequency application using direct propagation. Direct
propagation is well suited for larger time-steps as it is calculated from the density
which does vary significantly over time [3].
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Figure 4.6. (Left) UV-Vis Absorption spectra of Cytosine in all directions with ad-
jacent molecule for reference; Z is out of the page, X and Y are horizontal and vertical,
respectively. (Right) Averaged absorption spectra of cytosine; what an experimen-
talist would likely expect. Comparable to other theoretical work and experimental
observation [14].
Figure 4.7. (Left) UV-Vis Absorption spectra of Adenine in all directions with adja-
cent molecule for reference; Z is out of the page, X and Y are horizontal and vertical,
respectively. (Right) Averaged absorption spectra of adenine; what an experimen-
talist would likely expect. Comparable to other theoretical work and experimental
observation [14].
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Figure 4.8. (Left) UV-Vis Absorption spectra of Guanine in all directions with adja-
cent molecule for reference; Z is out of the page, X and Y are horizontal and vertical,
respectively. (Right) Averaged absorption spectra of Guanine; what an experimen-
talist would likely expect. Comparable to other theoretical work and experimental
observation [14].
Figure 4.9. (Left) UV-Vis Absorption spectra of Thymine in all directions with ad-
jacent molecule for reference; Z is out of the page, X and Y are horizontal and vertical,
respectively. (Right) Averaged absorption spectra of Thymine; what an experimen-
talist would likely expect. Comparable to other theoretical work and experimental
observation [14].
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Figure 4.10. (Left) X-Ray Absorption spectra of Cytosine in all directions with ad-
jacent molecule for reference; Z is out of the page, X and Y are horizontal and vertical,
respectively. (Right) Averaged absorption spectra of cytosine; what an experimen-
talist would likely expect. Comparable to other theoretical work and experimental
observation [10].
pling can account for significant differences between base pairs in this regime; despite
similar chemical structures, especially between Adenine and Guanine, and, Cytosine
and Thymine, all base pairs have distinct spectra within this regime as can be seen
in figures 4.6 through 4.9. This is significant for the prospect of gene sequencing as a
single base pair can be distinguished from the other three. The prospective spectral
gene sequencing scheme would only encounter difficulties if the experimental setup
probed along the Z direction predominantly; the excitation along that direction is so
weak the SNR of the read-out may be too low to identify the base pair accurately.
In the X-Ray regime, however, the absorption spectra is significantly more isotropic
for all base pairs compared to the UV-Vis regime. As can be seen in figures 4.10
through 4.13, the only significant difference in the spectra appears to be that the
response in the Z direction is red shifted slightly from the X and Y direction re-
sponses. Additionally, as can be seen in figure 4.14, the spectra of the base pairs
themselves (averages) are very similar, the only notable difference being the peak at
525 eV for cytosine and thymine as a result of their oxygen terminus. As with the
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Figure 4.11. (Left) X-Ray Absorption spectra of Adenine in all directions with adja-
cent molecule for reference; Z is out of the page, X and Y are horizontal and vertical,
respectively. (Right) Averaged absorption spectra of adenine; what an experimen-
talist would likely expect. Comparable to other theoretical work and experimental
observation [10].
Figure 4.12. (Left) X-Ray Absorption spectra of Guanine in all directions with ad-
jacent molecule for reference; Z is out of the page, X and Y are horizontal and vertical,
respectively. (Right) Averaged absorption spectra of Guanine; what an experimen-
talist would likely expect. Comparable to other theoretical work and experimental
observation [10].
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Figure 4.13. (Left) X-Ray Absorption spectra of Thymine in all directions with ad-
jacent molecule for reference; Z is out of the page, X and Y are horizontal and vertical,
respectively. (Right) Averaged absorption spectra of Thymine; what an experimen-
talist would likely expect. Comparable to other theoretical work and experimental
observation [10].
Figure 4.14. (UV-Vis (left) vs X-Ray (right) spectra of all base pairs (averaged)
[14] [10].
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UV-Vis regime, this can be accounted for by many-body effects, in this case rather,
the lack thereof near the nucleus; the core electrons should be more strongly coupled
to the nucleus than each other leading to isotropic spectra and spectral homogeneity




5.1 Overview of Functionality
The filtering scheme presented is an explicit filtering technique for the excitations
of atomistic systems. The technique is tunable to any range. Responses outside of
the range that are unintentionally excited can be attenuated by a time shift. The
technique is capable of resolution in the X-Ray regime. The maximum time-step is
limited by the maximum of the range excited as that is the highest frequency that
will have to be properly resolved.
5.2 Advantages
The tunability of the technique enables flexible applications in the analysis of
nanosystems. This permits analysis without the contamination of other spectral
regimes. In this work this has allowed the extraction of core oscillations.
Through attenuation of higher frequencies it then becomes possible to improve
computational efficiency by utilizing larger time steps than would be possible exciting
all frequencies. This has many applications for low frequency phenomena such as
plasmon resonance in CNTs [6].
The technique is inherently more flexible than experimental results as the sim-
ulation accounts for the continuum of frequencies excited. Imitating experimental
procedures would require relaxation between each monochromatic excitation. As
such the technique is a good benchmarking tool for experimentalists.
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5.3 Shortcomings
In order to properly attenuate rogue valence oscillations a time delay is necessary.
However, there is a trade-off between the level of attenuation and computational
efficiency. Due to the fact that the system must relax to approximately zero, the
total simulation time needs to be at least twice the time delay. For simulations with
high orders of approximation or simulations with high frequency excitation windows,
this may become computationally prohibitive. Additionally the window is only ap-
proximate, as such results for frequencies at the periphery of the window may be
inaccurate.
5.4 Molecular Dynamics
Molecular dynamics is challenging within the framework of Density Functional
theory. Atomic motion takes place over time scales much longer than core or va-
lence oscillations. If one desired to analyze atomic motion via impulse response in a
TDDFT framework, they would need to use time steps that enable proper resolution
of, at least, valence oscillations. If not, the simulation cannot properly resolve those
oscillations leading to erroneous nonlinearities. As such simulations to determine
vibrational spectra would require very long run times.
Additionally properly conducting simulations of moving atoms in a mesh would
either require reinitializing the mesh at each time step or the implementation of mesh
distortion. While traditional electronic spectroscopy does not require a large degree of
motion, any computational experiment where the nucleus would be greatly displaced
from its original position would require the aforementioned techniques.
This work is primarily concerned with spectroscopy, while mesh distortion would
be necessary for debut of general purpose MD-TDDFT, that is beyond the scope of
this projects current agenda. The main problem is the time-step discrepancy, which
can be addressed with the filtration technique. As with pentacene in low UV-Vis,
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the excitation can be tuned to Mid-IR frequencies to avoid having to resolve higher
frequencies. Additionally, as with pentacene, a direct propagation scheme must be
used. As the wavefunction varies significantly with small time steps, Crank-Nicolson
propagation generates significant compounding error [3]. This error can be seen for
Pentacene in the Uv-Vis regime. As such it is not possible to use CN to resolve atomic
motion with large time steps.
The current agenda is to compute atomic motion via the Ehrenfest theorem [11]
to calculate the perturbation of the atom around the nucleus so as long as the per-
turbation is not large enough to require re-meshing.
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